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◊�    Chapter 1    ◊�

T h E  S U p E R 
V I L L A I N  D A T I N G 

A G E N C y

P 
op! Seven sexy super villains appeared on the 
screen of  the dating agency’s computer.

TorTech’s latest release had set the digital sphere 
alight, and not because of  its flashy graphics or 
expansive game play. Dream Baddy gave the people 
what they wanted: romantic dates with the hottest bad 
guys this side of  Gentalia. It was not only integrated 
to The Mall, it was the first title that could be played 
amongst the shops and in the food court.

Anders and Fournimer were on their second date 
and had decided to dispense with blundering into sexy 
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situations and go looking for them instead. That had 
brought them to the Super Villain Dating Agency, 
where they were now engaged looking for a potential 
match.

They were both in quite a hurry today. Fournimer 
was in his centaur outfit, a look that did things to him 
in more ways than one and left him in heat on a regular 
basis. The sight of  Fournimer in heat left Anders in a 
similar state, though thankfully, and for a change, he 
was fully dressed in an extremely cute little forest green 
tunic with white tights and a jaunty little feathered cap.

Anders' Text Box: Dracula, Satan, 
Darth Vader, Moriarty, Skeletor, the 
Joker and Bowser.

Fournimer's Text Box: That’s it? You’re 
sure Hans Gruber isn’t on the list?

Anders' Text Box: Hans Gruber? From 
Die Hard?

Fournimer's Text Box: Yes. What?

Anders' Text Box: Well, it’s nothing 
but… I mean he’s kind of… human?

Fournimer turned to blush shade #6.



Fournimer's Text Box: What does it say 
about them?

Anders expanded the profiles and looked through 
them.

Anders' Text Box: Dracula is too old 
for this dating sh— sugar cookies; 
Satan has a fiery temper; Darth 
Vader is behind on his child support 
payments… I’m not sure these are the 
villains for us.

Fournimer stamped his hoofs, shook out his tail, 
and turned the screen to face him. 

Fournimer's Text Box: These don’t 
look so bad. There’s a lot of  tops, but 
that’s no bad thing.

Anders tried not to take it personally. He liked 
topping after all, he just didn’t normally do that with 
Fournimer. When one of  you is hung like a giraffe, it’s 
a shame to waste it.

Anders' Text Box: I know a little about 
monster ding dongs, and Bowser might 
be the biggest.
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Fournimer's Text Box: Yes, but he has 
the most emotional baggage.

Anders' Text Box: Satan is supposed to 
be powerfully endowed.

Fournimer's Text Box: And hard to 
please.

Anders' Text Box: You want to fuck 
Skeletor, don’t you?

Fournimer changed to blush shade #7.

Fournimer's Text Box: It says he’s 
“down to bone.”

Anders' Text Box: I think that’s talking 
about his face.

Fournimer's Text Box: It’s too late now, 
I’ve just clicked to arrange a date at the 
food court in twenty minutes.

They left the unstaffed agency and headed out into 
the mall to meet up with Skeletor. Twenty minutes was 
plenty of  time to walk to the food court, and Anders 
allowed Fournimer to drag him off  course when they 
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passed the fabric shop.

Anders' Text Box: Do you want to get 
some craft things to do on our date? 
Skeletor looks like he’d be into perlers 
more than sewing.

Fournimer's Text Box: You’re here to 
change. We need to get you something 
to wear for the date.

Anders looked down at his Robin Hood costume 
and sighed. It was the most clothing he’d ever worn in 
game, and he was reluctant to give it up.

Anders' Text Box: What’s wrong with 
my outfit?

Fournimer's Text Box: Nothing. But 
Skeletor is going to make you look 
overdressed.

Anders' Text Box: Huh?

Fournimer's Text Box: I’m wearing a 
blue scarf, Skeletor will be wearing a 
cape and some furry underpants, and 
you’re dressed up like it is Halloween 
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right now.

Anders' Text Box: I’ll have you know 
that many a man has been made merry 
by this outfit.

Anders lifted his tunic to reveal the top of  his 
tights, which would leave little to the imagination in 
the minds of  most people but Fournimer had spent 
too much time in game to be impressed. He trotted 
over to some mint green lace and picked up a bolt of  
it off  the shelf.

Fournimer's Text Box: If  we get two 
three-inch wide strips of  this and some 
of  those gold safety pins, we can use 
the work bench to make you a custom 
clothing option.

Anders' Text Box: But I’m finally 
wearing clothes! And mint green? 

Anders used the Girl, Please animation, but it turned 
out to be a combination of  finger and tongue actions 
that he was unfamiliar with.

Fournimer's Text Box: Trust me.

Mindful of  the time, Anders let him get on with it 
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and soon Fournimer had paid an obscene amount of  
Game Bucks for the strips of  lace and the safety pins. 
He trotted over to the bench with them and created 
a custom mankini. Anders equipped it and when he 
looked in the mirror he found that it was actually pretty 
cute, though the fabric only covered his butt crack, 
leaving the cheeks entirely open to the elements (or 
mall air conditioning, as it was in this instance). The 
front was even worse, and he blushed to shade 5# 
when he saw his cream puffs peeking out.

Anders' Text Box: I know this was 
expensive for you, and I am really 
grateful, but perhaps I could have just a 
smidge more fabric before we call this 
done? And thank you, really. You didn’t 
have to spend so much.

But Fournimer was galloping out the door.

Fournimer's Text Box: I’m a billionaire!

Anders chased after him, wishing he’d won a billion 
game bucks somehow and wondering if  TorTech’s 
virtual bank paid compound interest.

Something caught his eye as he ran up the aisle and 
he paused for a moment. It didn’t seem to matter as 
he couldn’t catch Fournimer when he was galloping 
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anyway. The Mall’s adult store had opened, and through 
the small door Anders could see some interesting new 
add ons. Either that or they were whole salamis it was 
hard to tell from outside.

Looking around to check no one saw him, he 
stepped into to the store and approached one extremely 
large, disembodied cock. It was similar in size to Mr 
Max’s, but it was spinning and glowing.

ELASTIUM ELF COCK: $4999 GAMEBUCKS.
It was ridiculous money, and well outside of  

Anders’ price range, but it was magnificent. It wasn’t 
for everyday use, but it was the sort of  thing you 
could whip out on a Saturday night to impress gaming 
buddies and centaur boyfriends.

Even if  Fournimer had a billion game bucks, 
Anders couldn’t see him buying it for him. It would be 
rude to ask.

Anders sighed and turned away. Trudging out of  
the store, he suddenly remembered he had a date to get 
to and hotfooted it through The Mall to the foodcourt.
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When Anders arrived at the foodcourt, he 
found Fournimer stood at a tall bar table 
and Skeletor sat opposite him. They each 

had baskets of  nachos and there was a third place set 
for him with an extra large basket and all the sauces 
and toppings he could wish for.

Fournimer waved to him as he approached. 
Skeletor leaned his jaw bone on his arm, elbows on the 
table, and sighed. Anders didn’t like his manners.

Fournimer's Text Box: Anders, this is 
Skeletor. Skeletor, this is Anders. He’s 

◊�    Chapter 2    ◊�

A N D E R S  h A S
T h E  p O w E R
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our third tonight.

Skeletor's Text Box: Useless! You just 
can’t get the dates around here. Why 
didn’t you tell me about this halfwit 
hero?

Anders' Text Box: Hey, how do you 
know I’m a halfwit? We’ve just met!

Skeletor completely ignored him.

Skeletor's Text Box: It says on the 
profile, no dumb blond heroes. It’s 
very specific.

Fournimer's Text Box: That’s really not 
very nice Skeletor.

Skeletor's Text Box: Nice? I’m trying 
to capture Castle Greyskull, take over 
Eternia, and get laid. I am not nice.

He stood, pushing all their untouched nachos off  
the table and onto the floor.

Skeletor's Text Box: You are a fool 
Fournimer, but you have an impressively 
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horse sized behind. Luckily for you my 
cock is made of  Elastium. Not only is 
it the hardest substance in the world, it 
also stretches. Come! Come with me. 
And join Skeletor’s army when we are 
done!

Anders' Text Box: He’s talking about 
himself  in the third person now. I think 
we should leave.

Fournimer knelt and let Anders climb up onto his 
back.

Fournimer's Text Box: We’re leaving. 

They trotted away to the sound of  Skeletor 
shouting.

Skeletor's Text Box: One day I will 
destroy you and take over this whole 
Mall! You will all pledge your loyalty to 
me! I will—argh!

He had slipped on the nachos and fallen on his ass.

Anders' Text Box: Well, that was a load 
of  snickerdoodles. What do you want 
to do now?
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Fournimer's Text Box: Maybe we 
should go see Bowser. Perhaps he’s got 
one of  those Elastium cocks too.

Anders' Text Box: I doubt he can 
afford them. I saw an Elastium Elf  
Coc—Dic— fudge it, an Enhancer, for 
$4999 GameBucks. No one has that 
kind of  money after the cost of  castles 
and minions is taken into account.

Fournimer's Text Box: Except me. 
Because I’m a billionaire.

Anders' Text Box: Did you win a 
tournament or something? I never 
heard about a billion Game Bucks 
prize.

Fournimer shrugged.

Fournimer's Text Box: Let’s talk about 
this in the next fanfic. I want to go buy 
that Elastium Elf  Dick right now.

Anders' Text Box: You’re going to 
leave the fanfic on a cliff  hanger?
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Fournimer's Text Box: It’s worse than 
that.

And before Anders could question why, the screen 
faded to black.

◊�    The End    ◊�

Roodg's Comment Box: nO! nO! yOU 
HAVEN’T LEARNT A SINGLE 
THING SINCE YOU WROTE THE 
LAST FANFIC. wHERE IS THE 
SEX? yOU SAID sKELETOR WAS 
DOWN TO BONE BUT YOU JUST 
TELL AND DON’T SHOW AND 
THAT IS LAZY WRITING.

Roodg's Comment Box: sO aNDERS 
AND fOURNIMER GO BUY THE 
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eLASTIUM ELF COCK AND 
THEN THEY GO TO tHE mALL’S 
hILTON. iTS ONE OF THOSE 
HIGH END ONES BECAUSE 
fOURNIMER IS A BILLIONAIRE. 
aNDERS EQUIPS HIS NEW COCK 
AND THEN HE AND fOURNIMER 
GET IN THE HOT TUB AND 
WASH AND THEN WHEN THEY 
GET OUT THEY USE THE 
COMPLIMENTARY MASSAGE 
OILS AND aNDERS GOES 
ELBOW DEEP IN fOURNIMER. 
iT’S PRETTY HOT. THEN HE 
USES HIS eLASTIUM COCK AND 
fOURNIMER IS NEIGHING SO 
LOUDLY THAT THE OTHER 
BILLIONAIRES, mR gREY AND 
bILL gATES, ARE BANGING 
ON THE WALLS AND TELLING 
THEM TO KEEP IT DOWN. 
tHEY COME AND IT SPRAYS 
EVERYWHERE AND WHEN 
THEY LEAVE, fOURNIMER TIPS 
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REALLY GENEROUSLY BECAUSE 
HE’S EMBARRASED BUT 
aNDERS IS REALLY IMPRESSED. 
dOWNSTAIRS IN THE LOBBY 
THEY MEET sKELETOR AND HE 
SUCKS THEM OFF TOO BECAUSE 
YOU CAN’T INTRODUCE HIM 
AND THEN NOT USE HIM FOR 
SEX.

Roodg's Comment Box: aNYWAY 
THIS IS A BIT BETTER NOW, BUT 
IF YOU’RE GOING TO PUT IT ON 
THE INTERNET THEN FIX IT UP 
FIRST, OKAY?



Want to read more about Skeletor and his sexy 
adventures? Maybe you can, I'm not sure what happens 

next. Maybe he is in something else!

But be sure to read the Anders’ Quest Series where 
Anders and Fournimer are totally main characters!

For more exciting adventures you can always visit the 
Annals of  Gentalia official website (and later delete your 

browser history) and see what is up! 

www.annalsofgentalia.wordpress.com
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